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1 Introduction and context 

1.1 Reporting purpose and stakes 

AccorInvest’ robust ESG reporting framework enables to manage the successful implementation of its 

ESG strategy. It is a tool that allows to validate the results of the ESG roadmap, carried out to improve 

the Group’s extra-financial performance. 

Additionally, it facilitates the communication with investors and non-financial rating agencies and 

meets internal and external stakeholders’ expectations. 

The present document is the reporting protocol relating to the Group’s selection of governance, 

environmental and social indicators. 

This protocol supports a reliable reporting by providing common guidance and rules in terms of 

organisation and indicators. It ensures a continuity in case of changes within reporting teams and an 

auditability of the reporting process in place (base of work of the external insurance provider). 

1.2 Choice of indicators 

AccorInvest’s ESG strategy was first developed in 2019 and updated in 2021. The strategy is structured 

around the following three pillars:  

(1) Acting as a responsible Group 

(2) Respecting people and the environment 

(3) Delivering positive hospitability 

For each of the stakes covered by the strategy, the Group has defined KPIs that allows to monitor its 

performance and the proper deployment of its strategy. 

As part of this first exercise, 45 KPIs have been selected and are presented in the Indicators’ overview 

section. This reporting protocol will be completed following reporting campaigns to ensure a full 

coverage of all topics identified in the strategy. 
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2 Reporting: rules and definitions   

2.1 Reporting period and extrapolation 

All data is reported on a calendar year, between January 1st and December 31st.  

However, some data can be unavailable at the time of the reporting campaign. Thus, to complete the 

missing data, information can be extrapolated based on the annual data, provided that over a 12-

month period, at least 9 months of the calendar year data is available. 

Rule for time extrapolation: Data will be extrapolated over the 12 months of the year by equivalence 

with the months covered by the data collected, by multiplying the value by 12/(number of months 

covered).  

For example: You have total energy consumption figures from the 1st January until the 30th November 

of the year. To obtain the total energy consumption for the financial year, you need to multiply the 

value by 12/11. 

2.2 Reporting scope 

The scope of the ESG report is based on the scope of hotels consolidated in the financial reporting as 

defined in the management report. 

The scope covered by the reporting process varies according to indicators. The targeted coverage is 

100% for the four regions (Northern Europe, Southern Europe, Asia and Latin America) for both hotels 

and headquarters.  

Certain exclusions are made for reasons of relevance in terms of representativeness and comparability. 

Therefore, the reporting scope comprises all hotels operated by AccorInvest with the following 

exclusions: 

• Hotels that joined the AccorInvest portfolio after 15th September of the current year. 

• Hotels that left portfolio by 31st December of the current year. 

• Hotels that are closed (e.g., renovation) or that have undergone an exceptional event that 

disrupted the hotel's activity during the reporting year (e.g., flooding, earthquake). 

• The first two months of hotels newly integrated in the portfolio. 

• Hotels that are not under AccorInvest operational responsibility. 
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2.3 Coverage rate 

The reporting coverage rate assesses the completeness of the reported data. It is measured each year 

and per indicator.  

The reporting coverage rate is expressed through: 

• Coverage rate in number of hotels: the coverage rate in number of hotels is expressed as a 

percentage of the total number of the Group’s hotels covered by the indicator  

 

𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑠 (%) =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑠
 

 

• A percentage of the total value of hotels  

 

𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (%) =
Σ(𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔)

Σ(𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑠)
 

 

For Human Resources indicators, the coverage rate is calculated as below: 

𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝐻𝑅 %) =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
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3 Organisation 

3.1 Roles and responsibilities 

The following three roles can be highlighted: 

Contributors 

A contributor is a person who has access to the necessary documents and data to establish the 

requested indicators at reporting entity level. He/ She must ensure the consistency and reliability of 

the data they report before submitting it in the required tool. 

Validators  

A validator is responsible for controlling (e.g., assessing the consistency) of the data reported by the 

contributors under him/her, for the consolidation scope he/she has been appointed as responsible for.  

In case of inconsistency or doubts on the accuracy of the reported data, validators should contact the 

concerned contributor to explain and confirm the data or correct the discrepancy. 

Consolidators 

The consolidator controls the quality and thoroughness of the data collected. Once comfortable with 

the data reported by the contributors for his/her consolidation scope, he/she should report the 

validated data to the final scope of consolidation, generally at Group level.  

The consolidator should update the reporting protocol when necessary, following the inputs of both 

contributors and validators. 

The table below presents for each indicator the Consolidator, its tools for data consolidation and 

potential tool evolution for future ESG reporting. 

Topic KPIs Consolidator Tool Evolutions planned 

Ethics ETH01 ETH02 Conformity Director Excel file   

Supply Chain  SC01  
AI Purchasing 
General Controller 

Power BI 
Accor 

  

Supply Chain  
SC02 SC03 
SC04 

Accor's Risk 
Management Team 

Power BI 
Accor 

  

HR 
HR01 HR02 
HR03 HR05 

HR Coordinator 
HR 
CENSUS  

A HRIS will be implemented by 2023 

HR04 HR Coordinator Excel file   

Environnement 
ENV01 to 
ENV07 

Technical Direction OPEN  RECAP will replace OPEN in 2022 

ENV08 Technical Direction Excel file   

Local Impact  LI01 Sustainability Team Excel file 
The information should be available 
in AI's future contract library 
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3.2 Reporting process 

The ESG Department is responsible for coordinating the ESG reporting campaign, relying upon a 

network of local correspondents, according to a given reporting process. 

The reporting process respects the order described below: 

 

The Consolidator is responsible for the indicator calculation. He/she controls the data at a global level, 

by confirming data completeness and reliability through the additional following checks: 

• Data completeness: verification of data. If data is missing, there is an investigation. 

• Consistency:  

o Atypical N/N-1 variation,  

o Analysis of atypical data (closed hotels, data entry error), 

o Analysis of the ratios (/room, /client). 

Data that do not pass these tests is investigated upon. If required, estimations are computed to ensure 

a complete coverage of the consolidation scope. 

For energy consumption KPIs: 

The Consolidator can also perform relevance tests with an average cost analysis, based on monthly 

accounting extracts of hotels’ expenditure.  

Update 

protocol 

Preparation 

Consolidator 

Analyse 

and 

control 

data 

Verification 

Consolidator 

Collect 

data 

Gathering 

Contributor 

Enter 

data in 

require

d tool 

Contribution 

Contributor 

Control 

data 

quality 

Validation 

Validator 

Consolidation 

Consolidator 

Consolidate 

data 
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Estimation rules: 

• If a hotel’s consumption is not available, AccorInvest’s Technical Direction estimates the 

consumption based on the hotel’s spending and the country’s average price of electricity. 

• If no consumptions or spending are available, the consumption is estimated based on reliable 

hotels’ data; that is based on a ratio, as consumption/room/brand/country, multiplied by the 

hotel’s number of rooms.  
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3.3 Reporting campaign calendar 

For all other indicators, the data collection and consolidation process are done at Groupe level and 

requires the involvement of contributors during December for a finalized version in mid-January. 

The reporting campaign calendar is defined as represented bellow: 
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4 Indicators 

4.1 Indicators’ overview 

# Theme Reference Indicator 

1 
Compliance 

COM01 Number of substantiated corruption and bribery cases 

2 COM02 Number of solicitations of compliance officers 

3 

Supply chain 

SCHAIN01 Percentage of purchases made with suppliers selected on 
ESG criteria 

4 SCHAIN02 Percentage of “at risks” and “at high risks” referenced 
suppliers having realised an ESG self-evaluation 

5 SCHAIN03 Percentage of “at high risks” referenced suppliers 
externally audited 

6 SCHAIN04 Percentage of monitored action plans 

7 

Human Resources 

HR01 Total workforce by type of employment contract, broken 
down by gender 

8 HR02 Percentage of women in the workforce 

9 HR03 Percentage of women amongst General Managers 

10 HR04 Percentage of employees working in countries with a 
work council 

11 Electricity ENV01 Hotel’s electricity consumption 

12 Heating & Cooling ENV02 Hotels’ district heating and cooling consumption 

13 City gas ENV03 Hotels’ city gas consumption 

14 Other 
combustibles (Fuel 
oil/ propane/ 
butane/GNL/ GPL 

ENV04 Hotels’ other combustibles consumption 

15 
Energy intensity 

ENV05A Total hotels’ energy consumption (calculated) 

16 ENV05B Hotels’ energy intensity (calculated) 

17 

GHG emissions 

ENV06A GHG emissions scope 1 

18 ENV06B GHG emissions scope 2 

19 ENV06C Total GHG emissions scopes 1 & 2 

20 
Water 

ENV07A Hotel’s water consumption 

21 ENV07B Water intensity (calculated) 

22 
Certification 

ENV08A Number of certified hotels in operation 

23 ENV08B Number of certified hotels in development 

24 Local impact HOSP01 Number of charities supported 

 

4.2 Pilar 1 – Act as a responsible group 

Compliance 

COM01 Number of substantiated corruption and bribery cases 

Definition Number of reported corruption and bribery cases which led to an investigation 
that demonstrated their veracity.  
Alerts are reported through oral or written channels (e.g. to the manager, the 
compliance officers, the HR functions, the employees’ representatives) or 
through the whistleblowing platforms. Two platforms are used (accor-
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integrity.com for the hotels’ alerts and accorinvest.integrityline.org for the 
HQs’ alerts). The alerts are classified into four categories:  

• Health and Safety 

• Human Rights 

• Compliance  
Environment 

Unit Number 

Perimeter/scope Corruption and bribery cases are included in the compliance alerts category 

Period/frequency Semestrial 

Data sources • Accor-integrity.com 

• AccorInvest-integrityline.org 
Compliance Officers’ reporting by e-mail (or other reporting modes such as 
meetings’ minutes)  

Contributors and 
verificators 

Compliance Officers and Chief Compliance Officer 

Data collection 
process 

Contributors extract the reported cases on the online tools (Accor-
integrity.com and AccorInvest.integrityline.org). They consolidate the list with 
the cases directly reported to them orally or in writing (letter or e-mail). They 
review manually all corruption and bribery cases to identify relevant 
substantiated ones and consolidate them in a list. 

Calculation rules Sum of substantiated corruption and bribery cases reported through 
Accor.integrity.com + sum of substantiated corruption and bribery cases 
reported through AccorInvest.integrityline.com + sum of substantiated 
corruption and bribery cases reported directly to the Compliance Officers 

Controls The verificators perform accuracy checks by comparing and analysing the 
reported cases both through the online tools and directly through Compliance 
Officers, with the consolidated substantiated corruption and bribery cases list. 
This verification is notably made for the preparation of the bi-annual Ethics 
Committee meetings. 

Notes  

 

COM02 Number of solicitations of compliance officers 

Definition Number of alerts that led to an investigation, reported through two online 
whistleblowing tools (Accor.integrity.com and AccorInvest.integrityline.org) 
or to the Compliance Officers or the Human Resources Team.  

Unit Number 

Perimeter/scope Alerts are reported through oral or written channels (e.g. to the manager, the 
compliance officers, the HR functions, the employees’ representatives) or 
through the whistleblowing platforms. Two platforms are used 
(accor.integrity.com for the hotels’ alerts and accorinvest.integrityline.org for 
the HQs’ alerts). The alerts are classified into four categories:  

• Health and Safety 

• Human Rights 

• Compliance  

• Environment 
All investigated alerts are included in this indicator, whether they led to a 
sanction or not. As such, they include substantiated corruption and bribery 
cases. 

Period/frequency Yearly 
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Data sources • Accor.integrity.com 

• AccorInvest.integrityline.org 
Compliance Officers’ reporting e-mail (or other reporting modes such as 
meetings’ minutes) 

Contributors For alerts regarding Compliance and Environment: Compliance Officers and 
Chief Compliance Officer 
For alerts regarding Health and Safety and Human Rights: Compliance Officers, 
Human resources directors, Social Relationship Directors, HR Direction from 
each region 

Verificators For alerts regarding Compliance and Environment: Compliance Officers and 
Chief Compliance Officer 
For alerts regarding Health and Safety and Human Rights: Compliance Officers, 
Human resources Director, Social Relationship Directors, HR Direction from 
each region, Chief Compliance Officer 

Data collection 
process 

• For alerts regarding Compliance and Environment: Contributors extract all 
reported cases through both online platforms. They add alerts reported to 
them orally or in writing (letter or e-mail). They manually identify the 
number of alerts that led to an investigation in a consolidated list. 

• For alerts regarding Health and Safety and Human Rights: The relevant 
contributor (i.e., the case manager designated for the concerned area or 
the Compliance officer) extracts all reported cases through both online 
platforms He/she adds alerts reported directly to him/her orally or in 
writing (letter or e-mail). Contributors manually identify together the 
number of alerts that led to an investigation in a consolidated list. 

Calculation rules Sum of alerts that led to an investigation reported through 
Accor.integrity.com + sum of alerts that led to an investigation reported 
through AccorInvest.integrityline.org + sum of alerts that led to an 
investigation reported trough other channels 

Controls For all alerts: Verificators perform accuracy checks by comparing and analysing 
the list of reported cases with the consolidated list of investigated alerts. This 
verification is notably made during the preparation of the bi-annual Ethics 
Committee meeting. 

Notes Alerts relating to the same subject are grouped and reported as one alert 

 

Sustainable supply chain 

SCHAIN01 Percentage of purchases made with suppliers selected on ESG criteria 

Definition Value share of goods and services purchased from suppliers selected on ESG 
criteria.  
All AccorInvest’s referenced suppliers are selected with the following ESG 
criteria:  

• Evaluation of responses to calls for tender (10% of the final grade).  

•  Planet21 Charter, which includes CSR commitments. 

• Contracts, which include CSR requirements.  
Non-referenced supplier’s selection process is not monitored and therefore 
assumed not to encompass ESG. As such, the number of suppliers selected on 
ESG criteria is the number of referenced suppliers. 

Unit Percentage (%) 

Perimeter/scope All AccorInvest’s suppliers 

Period/frequency Yearly 
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Data sources PowerBI (Accor’s GPO database) 

Contributor and 
verificator 

Accor’s General Purchase Officer 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor updates the purchases database with invoices of referenced 
suppliers and their sales declarations.  

Calculation rules Value of purchases made with referenced suppliers / Total value of purchases  

Controls the Verificator verifies the data accuracy by comparing financial information 
between supplier’s declaration and Power BI 

Notes  

 

SCHAIN02 Percentage of “at risks” and “at high risks” referenced suppliers 
having realised an ESG self-evaluation 

Definition Value share of “at risks” and “at high risks” referenced suppliers having 
realised an ESG self-evaluation. 
The ESG self-evaluation is required for referenced suppliers identified in 
categories “at risks” and “at high risks”. It is conducted by the supplier on the 
EcoVadis platform. 
Suppliers’ risk category is based on the environmental and social risks 
associated to the product family, the volume of purchases, AccorInvest’s 
leveraging access and the image risk. 

Unit Percentage (%) 

Perimeter/scope “At risks” and “at high risks” referenced suppliers 

Period/frequency Yearly 

Data sources Accor’s CSP Excel dashboard 

Contributor Accor’s Purchases Team 

Verificator AccorInvest ESG Manager  
Accor Risk Manager Group Procurement Department 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor updates the purchases database with EcoVadis evaluations 

Calculation rules Number of suppliers having realised an ESG self-evaluation / total number of 
“at risk” and “at high risk” referenced suppliers 

Controls Controls are performed by Accor 

Notes  

 

SCHAIN03 Percentage of “at high risks” referenced suppliers externally audited 

Definition Number of suppliers externally audited by an independent organism on the 
total number of “at high risks” referenced suppliers.  
External audits must have been performed by a third-party company during 
the last three years preceding the reporting year. 

Unit Percentage (%) 

Perimeter/scope  “at high risks” referenced suppliers 

Period/frequency Yearly 

Data sources Accor’s CSP Excel dashboard 

Contributor Accor’s Purchases Team 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor updates the purchases database with the external audits 
results 
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Calculation rules Number of suppliers externally audited / total number of “at high risks” 
referenced suppliers 

Controls Controls are performed by Accor 

Notes  

 

SCHAIN04 Percentage of monitored action plans 

Definition Number of action plans monitored on the total number of “at risks” and “at 
high risks” suppliers. 
Action plans are required for those suppliers, based on their EcoVadis 
evaluation. Accor’s Buyers are responsible for fine-tuning the action plan 
suggested by the audit and ensuring it is monitored.  

Unit Percentage (%) 

Perimeter/scope  “At risks” and “At high risks” referenced suppliers  

Period/frequency Yearly 

Data sources Accor’s CSP Excel dashboard 

Contributor  Accor’s Buyers 

Responsibilities The Consolidator declares on the purchase database whether an action has 
been monitored 

Calculation rules Number of action plans monitored / Total number of “at risks” and “at high 
risks” referenced suppliers 

Controls  

Notes  

 

4.3 Pilar 2 – Respecting people  

HR01 Total workforce by type of employment contract, broken down by 
gender 

Definition Share of permanent contracts and fixed-term contract for the Group’s total 
workforce, based on headcount. 
Within these two categories, share of women employees and male 
employees. 
A fixed-term contract has a defined end date.  
A permanent contract doesn’t have an end date. As such, “zero-hour 
contracts” are considered as permanent contracts. 
The number of employees is based on the headcount. 

Unit Percentage (%) 

Perimeter/scope Group level (Southern Europe, Northern Europe, Asia and Latin America) 

Period/frequency Annually at Group level (as of December 31st of the reported year) 

Data sources • Payrolls  

• HR Census  

Responsibilities • Contributor: Country’s Payroll officers send the December payroll to their 
Country HR Manager. If there is no Country HR Manager, the information 
is sent to their Region HR Manager. 

• Verificator: Country HR Managers consolidate payroll extract from all the 
hotels under their responsibility and add the information for the local 
support office teams. They send the document to the HR Coordinator at 
the Corporate Office. 
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• Consolidator: The HR Coordinator at the Corporate Office consolidates 
data from all regions into one unique file, named the HR Census.  

Calculation rules Based on the headcount and using the HR Census, the indicators are 
calculated as described below: 
  
1/ Share of employees with a permanent contract  
Sum of employees with a permanent contract/Total of employees 
 
2/ Share of employees with a fixed-term contract 
Sum of employees with a fixed-term contract/Total of employees 
 
3/ Share of female employees with a permanent contract  
Sum of female employees with a permanent contract/Sum of employees with 
a permanent contract 
 
4/ Share of female employees with a fixed-term contract 
Sum of female employees with a fixed-term contract/Sum of employees with 
a fixed-term contract 
 
5/ Share of male employees with a permanent contract  
Sum of male employees with a permanent contract/Sum of employees with a 
permanent contract 
 
6/ Share of male employees with a fixed-term contract 
Sum of male employees with a fixed-term contract/Sum of employees with a 
fixed-term contract 

Control processes  

Notes • A HR information system should be implemented by 2023, which will 
modify the reporting process and strengthen data reliability. 

• The employment contract types could be extended to 
internships/apprenticeship starting 2022 but are not included in the 2021 
reporting. 

 

HR02 Percentage of women in the workforce 

Definition Share of women in the Group’s total workforce. The number of employees is 
based on the headcount. 

Unit Percentage (%) 

Perimeter/scope Group level (Southern Europe, Northern Europe, Asia and Latin America) 

Period/frequency Annually at Group level (as of December 31st of the reported year) 

Data sources • Payrolls  

• HR Census  

Responsibilities • Country’s Payroll officers send the December payroll to their Country HR 
Manager. If there is no Country HR Manager, the information is sent to 
their Region HR Manager. 

• Verificator: Country HR Managers consolidate payroll extract from all the 
hotels under their responsibility and add the information for the local 
support office teams. They send the document to the HR Coordinator at 
the Corporate Office. 

• Consolidator: The HR Coordinator at the Corporate Office consolidates 
data from all regions into one unique file, named the HR Census.  
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Calculation rules Based on the headcount and using the HR Census, the indicator is calculated 
as described below: 
Sum of female employees/Total number of employees 

Control 
processes 

 

Notes  

 

HR03 Percentage of women amongst General Managers 

Definition Share of women in the Group’s total number of General Managers (GM). The 
number of employees is based on the headcount. 

Unit Percentage (%) 

Perimeter/scope Group level (Southern Europe, Northern Europe, Asia and Latin America) 

Period/frequency Annually at Group level (as of December 31st of the reported year) 

Data sources • Payrolls  

• HR Census  

Responsibilities • Country’s Payroll officers send the December payroll to their Country HR 
Manager. If there is no Country HR Manager, the information is sent to 
their Region HR Manager. 

• Verificator: Country HR Managers consolidate payroll extract from all the 
hotels under their responsibility. GMs’ genders are available in the payroll 
and can be integrated in the HR census. They send the document to the 
HR Coordinator at the Corporate Office.  

• Consolidator: The HR Coordinator at the Corporate Office consolidates 
data from all regions into one unique file, named the HR Census.  

Calculation rules Based on the headcount and using the HR Census, the indicator is calculated 
as described below: 
Sum of female GMs /Total number of GMs  

Control 
processes 

 

Notes • The share of women in the Management could also be reported starting 
2022. The definition of Management would need to be clarified and 
systemised to do so. 

 

HR04 Percentage of employees working in hotels / HQs with a work council 

Definition Share of employees working in hotels and HQs represented by a work council. 
A work council is an employee representative body able to represent 
employees in collective negotiations with the employer. If such a body 
representing employees exists in a hotel / HQs, then the total number of 
employees in the country is considered. The number of employees is based on 
the headcount. 

Unit Percentage (%) 

Perimeter/scope Group level (Southern Europe, Northern Europe, Asia and Latin America) 

Period/frequency Annually at Group level (as of December 31st of the reported year) 

Data sources List of hotels + HQs represented by a work council (country, segment, region 
or hotels) 
HR Census 
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Responsibilities • Contributor: The Local HR Director shares an Excel file listing all hotels / 
HQs where AccorInvest has employees and specifies whether there is a 
work council or not. 

• Validator/Consolidator: The HR Coordinator at the Corporate Office 
calculates the KPI 

Calculation rules The indicator is calculated as described below, using headcount: 
Sum of employees working in Hotels/ HQs with a work council/Total number 
of employees 

Control 
processes 

 

Notes  

4.4 Pilar 2 – Respecting the environment 

Electricity 

 

ENV01B Total renewable electricity consumption 

Definition Total amount of electricity consumed on-site that is purchased from 
renewable sources and covered by green electricity contracts with energy 
suppliers 

Unit kWh of final energy 
Data is automatically converted in kWh in OPEN if necessary 

Perimeter/scope Hotels and headquarters 

ENV01A Hotels’ electricity consumption 

Definition Total amount of electricity consumed on-site including electricity from 
renewable and non-renewable sources, whether purchased from the grid or 
generated on site and self-consumed  

Unit kWh of final energy 

Perimeter/scope Hotels 

Period/frequency Monthly 

Data sources • Meter’s readings 
• Telemetering systems 
• OPEN  

Contributor Hotel’s Technical Director or Hotel’s General Manager (if the hotel doesn’t 
have a Technical Director) 

Verificator Regional Technical Director 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor manually enters consumptions in the OPEN tool, based on the 
hotel’s meter readings. In some cases, the reading is automatic via a 
telemetering system. 

Calculation rules Sum of final electricity consumptions for all hotels  

Controls • Consumptions must be higher than 0 
If decrease or increase between two quarters is higher than 50%, a comment 
is required in OPEN 

Notes • Thalassa Institutes’ consumptions must be included. 
Electricity generated on site and self-consumed should be included in the 
hotel’s electricity consumption. Electricity generated and sold to the network 
is should not be included in this indicator’s calculation. 
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Period/frequency Yearly 

Data sources • OPEN 
• Purchasing departments database 
• Property Management contracts 

Contributors • Procurement responsible:  
o AI Procurement Controller 
o Accor Purchaser / Energy Procurement Manager 

• AI Technical Director 

Verificator AI Technical Director 

Data collection 
process 

Contributors share with AI’s Technical Direction the list of all renewable 
energy contracts at Group level.  
AI’s Technical Director extracts the electricity consumption from OPEN and 
shares it with Accor’ Energy Buyers.  
Based on the two sets of information, Accor’ Energy Buyers compute for each 
hotel/country the share of electricity purchased that comes from a renewable 
source. They are responsible of the indicator calculation, adding all hotels and 
headquarters’ consumptions for which a renewable energy contract was 
signed. 

Calculation rules Sum of renewable electricity consumptions in hotels and headquarters  

Controls On-site renewable electricity consumption must be lower than or equal to on-
site electricity consumption 

Notes Consumptions not covered by a green electricity contract with an energy 
supplier must not be included 

 

Heating and cooling 

ENV02 Hotels’ district heating and cooling consumption 

Definition Total amount of energy purchased from district heating or cooling networks  

Unit kWh of final energy 

Perimeter/scope Hotels  

Period/frequency Monthly 

Data sources • Meter’s readings 
• Invoices 
• OPEN 

Contributor Hotel’s Technical Director or Hotel’s General Manager (if the hotel doesn’t 
have a Technical Director) 

Verificator Regional Technical Director 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor manually enters consumptions in the OPEN tool, based on the 
hotel’s meter readings or invoices 

Calculation rules Sum of heating and cooling consumptions for hotels  

Controls • Consumptions must be higher than 0 
• If decrease or increase between two years is higher than 50%, a comment 

is required in OPEN 

Notes  

 

City gas 

ENV03 Hotel’s city gas consumption 
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Definition Total amount of city gas purchased and consumed on-site 

Unit kWh 

Data is automatically converted in kWh PCS in OPEN from Gross Calorific Value 
(GCV) and m3 

Perimeter/scope Hotels  

Period/frequency Monthly 

Data sources • Meter’s readings 
• Invoice for the PCS if not available, other source such as supplier report 
• OPEN 

Contributor Hotel’s Technical Director or Hotel’s General Manager (if the hotel doesn’t 
have a Technical Director) 

Verificator  Regional Technical Director 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor manually enters consumptions in the OPEN tool, based on the 
hotel’s meter readings 

Calculation rules Sum of city gas consumptions 

Controls • Consumptions must be higher than 0 
• If decrease or increase between two years is higher than 50%, a comment 

is required in OPEN 

Notes  

 

Other combustibles 

ENV04 Hotel’s other combustibles consumption 

Definition Total amount of fuel oil, propane, butane, GNL and GPL used from direct 
sources (‘direct’ meaning that the combustible is combusted on site) 

Unit kWh 

Data is automatically converted in kWh PCS in OPEN from Gross Calorific Value 
(GCV) and m3 

Perimeter/scope Hotels  

Period/frequency Monthly 

Data sources • OPEN 

Contributor Hotel’s Technical Director or Hotel’s General Manager (if the hotel doesn’t 
have a Technical Director) 

Verificator  Regional Technical Director 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor manually enters consumptions in the OPEN tool, based on the 
hotel’s meter readings 

Calculation rules Sum of fuel oil consumptions + sum of propane consumptions + sum of butane 
consumptions + sum of GNL consumptions + sum of GPL consumptions 

Controls • Discrepancies are flagged directly on OPEN. The Verificator performs data 
completeness and consistency checks on its region’s data.  

Notes Regarding fuel, the power generators’ consumptions only are included in the 
calculation. Cars’ fuel consumptions are considered in ENV07. 

 

 

Energy intensity 

ENV05A Total hotels’ energy consumption (calculated) 
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Definition Total amount of energy consumed on-site for all sources of energy 
(electricity, heating and cooling, city gas, other combustibles) and for all on-
site usage (heating, lighting, cooking, etc.) 

Unit kWh of final energy 

Perimeter/scope Hotels  

Period/frequency Monthly 

Calculation rules ENV01A + ENV02 + ENV05 

Notes  

 

ENV05B Hotels’ energy intensity (calculated) 

Definition Total amount of energy consumed on-site for all sources of energy 
(electricity, gas, etc.) per available room 

Unit kWh of final energy/available room 

Perimeter/scope Hotels 

Period/frequency Monthly 

Data sources • Excel file extracted from OPEN 
• DIVE, AccorInvest’ reporting and analysis application 

Consolidator and 
verificator 

Group’s Technical Direction 

Data collection 
process 

The Consolidator is responsible for the indicator calculation. He/she extracts 
the number of available rooms in DIVE. 

Calculation rules ENV06A / number of available rooms 

Controls The Verificator checks if each ratio is included within a range of data centred 
around the average consumption per brand and per country ratios, 
calculated each year on an average sample 

Notes  

 

GHG emissions 

ENV06A GHG emissions scope 1 

Definition This indicator represents the overall carbon footprint of the Group's activities, 
measured in total greenhouse gas emissions expressed in CO2 equivalent, for 
the direct emissions (scope 1)  

Unit tCO2e 

Perimeter/scope Hotels and headquarters 

Period/frequency Yearly 

Data sources • OPEN 
• ADEME database for the emission factors (location-based) 
• International Energy Agency (IEA) 
• Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA) 
• Suppliers’ invoices for the electricity emission factors 

Contributor and 
verificator 

Group’s Technical Director 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor extracts reported energy consumptions and researches the 
emission factors in the ADEME database or in suppliers’ invoices.  

Calculation rules Scope 1 GHG emissions =  
(ENV03*city gas emission factor) +  
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(gasoil consumptions*gasoil emission factor) + 
(petrol consumptions*petrol emission factor) + 
(propane consumptions*propane emission factor) + 
(butane consumptions*butane emission factor) + 
(fuel oil consumptions*fuel oil emission factor) + 
(GNL consumptions*GNL emission factor) + 
(GPL consumptions*GPL emission factor)  

Control 
processes 

Controls are performed during the consumptions reporting processes 

Notes The city gas emission factor is in kg CO2eq per kWh PCS 

 

ENV06B GHG emissions scope 2 

Definition This indicator represents the overall carbon footprint of the Group's activities, 
measured in total greenhouse gas emissions expressed in CO2 equivalent, for 
the indirect emissions associated with energy (scope 2) 

Unit tCO2e 

Perimeter/scope Hotels and headquarters 

Period/frequency Yearly 

Data sources • OPEN 
• ADEME database for the emission factors (location-based) 
• International Energy Agency (IEA) 
• Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA) 
• Suppliers’ invoices for the electricity emission factors 

Contributor and 
verificator 

Group’s Technical Director 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor extracts reported energy consumptions and researches the 
emission factors in the ADEME database or in suppliers’ invoices.  

Calculation rules Scopes 2 GHG emissions =  
(ENV01*final electricity emission factor) + 
(ENV02*heating and cooling emission factor) 

Control 
processes 

Controls are performed during the consumptions reporting processes 

Notes  

 

ENV06C GHG emissions scopes 1 and 2 (calculated) 

Definition This indicator represents the overall carbon footprint of the Group's activities, 
measured in total greenhouse gas emissions expressed in CO2 equivalent, for 
the scopes 1 and 2 

Unit tCO2e 

Perimeter/scope Hotels and headquarters 

Period/frequency Yearly 

Calculation rules ENV09A+ENV09B 

Notes  

 

Water 

ENV07A Hotel’s water consumption 
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Definition Total quantity of water consumed, whatever the use (cooking, watering of 
green spaces, etc.) 

Unit m3 

Data is automatically converted in m3 in OPEN if necessary 

Perimeter/scope Hotels 

Period/frequency Monthly 

Data sources • Water meter readings 
• OPEN 

Contributor Hotel’s Technical Director or Hotel’s General Manager (if the hotel doesn’t 
have a Technical Director) 

Verificator Regional Technical Director 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor manually enters consumptions in the OPEN tool, based on the 
hotel’s water meter readings 

Calculation rules Sum of water consumptions 

Control 
processes 

• Consumptions must be higher than 0 
• If decrease or increase between two quarters is higher than 50%, a 

comment is required in OPEN 
• Comparison with average consumption ratios (litres/client or 

litres/country) 

Notes  

 

ENV07B Water intensity (calculated) 

Definition Ratio of water consumed per guest 

Unit Litres/guest 

Perimeter/scope Hotels 

Period/frequency Monthly  

Sources • Excel file extracted from OPEN and consolidated with headquarters’ 
consumptions 

• DIVE, Accor’ management application 

Contributor  Group’s Technical Direction 

Data collection 
process 

The Contributor is responsible for the indicator calculation and has access to 
the number of nights in DIVE 

Calculation rules ENV10A /1000 / number of guests 

Notes  

 

Certifications 

ENV08A Number of certified hotels in operation  

Definition Number of hotels holding a valid environmental certification of their 
operations 

Unit Number 

Perimeter/scope Hotels  
All hotels that hold a valid BREEAM in-use certifications covering both parts 1 
and 2, regardless of the certification level, are accepted 

Period/frequency Yearly  

Data sources Excel file (consolidated list of certified assets) 

Contributor Asset Management Technical Director 
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Verificator Technical Director team and Maintenance Manager 

Data collection 
process 

The contributor updates the Excel file when necessary 

Calculation rules Sum of hotels that have valid BREEAM-in-use certification  

Controls The Verificator checks the data accuracy with each region’s Maintenance 
Manager 

Notes  

 

 

ENV08B Number of certified hotels in development  

Definition Number of hotels that obtained an environmental certification during 
construction or major renovation work 

Unit Number 

Perimeter/scope Hotels 
All hotels that hold a valid HQE, ACQUA-HQE, LEED or DGNB, regardless of the 
certification level, are accepted 

Period/frequency Yearly  

Data sources Excel file (consolidated list of certified assets) 

Contributor and 
verificator 

Asset Management Technical Director 

Data collection 
process 

The contributor updates the Excel file when necessary 

Calculation rules Sum of hotels that received a HQE, AQUA-HQE, LEED or DGNB certification 
during their construction or remodelling 

Controls All certified hotels are in the reporting perimeter 

Notes  

 

 

Biodiversity 

ENV09 Number of hotels where an urban garden exists 

Definition Number of hotels where an urban garden exists.  
An urban garden is defined as following: garden with a surface area of at least 
20m², producing plants for food consumption (herbs, vegetables, edible 
flowers, fruits, etc.). 

Unit Number 

Perimeter/scope Hotels 

Period/frequency Yearly 

Data sources Gaïa, Accor’s sustainability reporting tool 

Contributor and 
verificator 

Hotel’s General Manager 

Data collection 
process 

The contributor reports in Gaïa the garden’s surface area, the list of plants and 
recent pictures.  

Calculation rules Total number of urban gardens in AccorInvest’s hotels 

Controls The verificator conducts checks on the data accuracy while entering it in Gaïa, 
such as ensuring the reported surface area is superior to 20m² 

Notes  
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4.5 Pilar 3 – Delivering positive hospitability 

Local impact 

HOSP01 Number of charities supported 

Definition Number of charities sponsored by AccorInvest, with or without financial 
consideration. 

Unit Number 

Perimeter/scope Charities for which AccorInvest’s support is formalised by a document 

Period/frequency Yearly 

Data sources Data and contracts provided by Country Legal Officers 

Contributors and 
verificators 

Country Legal Officers 

Data collection 
process 

Contributors communicate the number of charities sponsored in their country 
to the Corporate Legal Director and report on the existing contracts.  

Calculation rules Total number of charities sponsored by AccorInvest 

Controls Verificators perform a data check to ensure that the number of charities 
supported corresponds to the number of documents provided. 

Notes  

 

 


